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ABSTRACT : In past few decades, the migration of communication occurs from wired networks to wireless networks 

because of its mobility and scalability and MANET (Mobile Ad hoc Network) is a unique and significant application in 

recent years which does not necessitates any pre-existing network infrastructure. MANETs are Multi hop networks 

comprises of thousands of mobile nodes which are autonomous and can move along the network that forms a temporary 

dynamic network. The fundamental necessity of mobile network is the cooperation of mobile nodes to make 

communication among them that causes serious security problems. For example consider a malicious nodes present in the 

network which may disrupt the routing process. For that Ad hoc On demand Distance Vector (AODV) with Elliptic Curve 

Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) technique is proposed to overcome such difficulty. The proposed technique detects malicious 

nodes to prevent the network. ECDH shares secret key between source node and destination node by employing its public 

and private key. Through this it ensures security of the network. Finally, the proposed work is compared to the existing or 

previous works and the experimental results are shown in graph.  

 

KEYWORDS: MANETs, ECDH, Ad hoc On demand Distance Vector (AODV), collaborative black-hole attacks and 

malicious node.  

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 

Generally, wireless networks possess flexible mobility and scalability for several communications. So, they are always 

chosen for various applications from the beginning of their innovation. These wireless networks are considered as an 

improved technology which has minimum cost for communication compared to wired networks and they gained more 

popularity in the field of research, industrial and academic. MANET (Mobile As hoc Network) is a significant concept of 

wireless networks which comprises of thousands of nodes that are mobile as well as autonomous and they do not requires 

any existing network infrastructure.  

The autonomous nodes can freely and randomly move within the network which can create temporary dynamic network 

and these networks can change their topology frequently. [1]. Each and every activity like node discovery and data delivery 

is performed by the autonomous nodes separately or conjointly. The nodes of MANETs are fitted with both wireless 

transmitter as well as receiver which can communicate with each other through the wireless links in a direct or indirect 

manner and now-a-days industrial applications like remote access and control through the wireless links getting more fame.  

The MANET structure depends on their applications that may vary from modest, static network which is extremely power-

consumed to large scale dynamic mobile networks. MANETs are classified into two types such as open and closed in which 

the closed mobile networks are commonly used for emergency applications such as military and rescue services etc and 

their nodes get together towards a general destination. In an open mobile network, various mobile nodes work with several 

goals but they share common resources to assure worldwide connectivity. [2, 3]. 

Moreover, the nodes of mobile networks can able to provide data communication among various users with constant 

mobility and after data communication it keeps their mobility as same level. This is the main advantage of wireless network 

over wired network. The communication is restricted to the nodes which are in various communication ranges and the 
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mobile nodes can solve such problem by permitting intermediate nodes to execute data transmission. This is done by 

splitting MANETs into two cases of networks such as single-hop and multi-hop. If the nodes are in the same 

communication range and can communicate directly with each other is considered as a single-hop network and in multi hop 

networks the nodes are in different communication range in which intermediate nodes are preferred for communication in 

an indirect manner. [4]. 

Minimum constellation and frequent deployment create mobile network ready to be employed in emergency considerations 

where a substructure is not available or impracticable to establish in the following cases such as natural or human- caused 

tragedies, military battles, and medical exigency conditions. Because of the above unique features, MANETs are widely 

employed in various industrial applications. However, believing the concept that MANET is famous within vital mission 

features, security of network is of much more important. Regrettably, the characteristics like open medium and remote 

dispersion of mobile networks causes it vulnerable to various attacks and the distributed architecture and frequently varying 

topologies, a conventional centralized monitoring approaches is no more executable in MANETs. [5]. 

Section 2, overview the operations of existing protocols and section 3 explains ECDH in Mobile Ad hoc Networks. In 

Section 4, talk about the proposed technique and section 5 reviews the performance analysis. Section 6, shows the 

experimental results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper. 

 

II.RELATED WORK 

 

There are several proposals based on ECDH that advertise to guarantee security in Ad-hoc networks which are discussed in 

this section. 

According to [6]: The Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) key agreement scheme is a variant of the Diffie- Hellman key 

agreement protocol. The Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) is a variant of the Digital Signature 

Algorithm (DSA). The Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES) is a public-key encryption scheme which 

provides semantic security against an adversary who is allowed to use chosen plaintext and chosen-cipher text attacks, also 

known as the Elliptic Curve Augmented Encryption Scheme (ECAES) or simply the Elliptic Curve Encryption Scheme.  

Other extensions as shown in [22] are: The Group Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (GECDH) protocol which is an extension 

of GDH based on ECDLP, and Tree-based Group Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (TGECDH) which is a variant of TGDH 

based on ECDLP. 

The organization of the network nodes is one of the features that take into account the proposals based on ECC due to 

dynamic network topology. For example [7] presents an organization of the nodes through a Region-Based Group, where a 

group of nodes in a region, which in turn is divided into sub-groups that are responsible for keeping your keys using 

GECDH Protocol and links with other subgroups in a tree structure using TGECDH protocol with nodes which are assigned 

tasks of communication management. A similar organization is found in [8] based on networks Near Term Digital Radio 

(NTDR) presents an organization Cluster-based where all mobile nodes are divided into different clusters controlled by 

cluster heads and with two Classes of communication intra-cluster and inter-cluster using ECC. 

When implementing ECC in MANET, the Related Works focus on the type of Key Establishment Process to use. Some 

proposals use Key Management Protocols as in [10] with Cluster-based organization, or [9] with Threshold organization. 

Another proposals applying ECC in MANET with Key Management are: [11, 12]. Some proposals use Key Agreement 

Protocols as [14] that seeks resist the offline password guessing attack, others simply apply ECDH in its Key Agreement 

Protocol as [13]. Other proposals applying ECC in MANET with Key Agreement are [7] and [18]. 

Some proposals study the application of software libraries to implement ECC on MANET as [6] and [17]. In [16] is 

presented a fuzzy controller for a dynamic window sizing to optimize the calculation of an ECC scalar multiplication and 

evaluate their performance in MANET. In [15] is sought through the code development over some microcontrollers the 

optimization faster implementation of an ECC in MANET. In [21] is compared the application of ECC versus RSA in 

MANET in order to observe their strengths and in [25] shows how some ECC implementations have some limitations on 

MANET performance. 
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III.ECDH in MANET 

There are many reasons why there have been introduced the concept of ECDH in MANET. According to [19] and [20], 

Compared to traditional cryptosystems like RSA, ECDH offers equivalent security with smaller key sizes, faster 

computation, lower power consumption, as well as memory and bandwidth savings. This is especially useful for mobile 

devices which are typically limited in terms of their CPU, power and network connectivity. In [21], it is shown how the 

energy cost for RSA is greater than that of an ECDSA (a Signature Algorithm of ECDH) showing better performance.  

However, in [22] although it is recognized that attraction of ECDH is that it appears to offer equal security for a far smaller 

key size, thereby reducing processing overhead, also is showed that: the methods for computing general elliptic curve 

discrete logarithms are much less efficient than those for factoring or computing conventional discrete logarithms and it 

indicates that more computation time is required for ECDH and considers that the overall performance of ECDLP-based 

applications needs to be evaluated. However, compared to many other conventional cryptosystems, ECDH is a very good 

alternative to the characteristics of a MANET. 

 

IV PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

 

4.1. Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH)  

An Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) [23] is a public key system based on Diffie-Hellman methods and Digital 

Signature Algorithm (DSA), but instead of using whole numbers as the symbols of the alphabet of the message to digitally 

sign or encrypt, uses points in a mathematical object called Elliptic Curve. 

An elliptic curve is a plane curve defined by a cubic equation (third degree) as: 

54
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4.2. Key Establishment Process  

The process by which two or more entities (in our case Ad-Hoc nodes) establish a shared secret key (session key) in order 

to be used to achieve some cryptographic goals, such as confidentiality or data integrity is called: Key Establishment 

Process [24].  

We can classify the Key Establishment Process by its distribution, or by the prior information that each entity has before 

starting the process:  

A. By its distribution: The key distribution problem in MANET is the problem of how to set up secret keys between 

communicating nodes [25]. There are two possible modes of distribution: Key Transport and Key Agreement.  

- Key Transport Protocols: A key is generated by one entity sometimes called CA (Certificate Authority) and then is 

transmitted through a secure channel to a second entity [24]; this mode of distribution is also known as Key Management.  

- Key Agreement Protocols: Also known as Key Exchange Protocols both parties perform a negotiation process in order 

to contribute information to generate and exchange a secret key.  

B. By the prior information: There are two possible modes of Key Establishment: Symmetric and Asymmetric protocols.  

- Symmetric Protocols: The two entities have from the beginning of the process common secret information for the 

establishment of the key.  

- Asymmetric Protocols: The two entities involved only share public information that has been authenticated previously. 

 

4.3. Key Sharing Mechanism (ECDH)  

ECDH ensures secrete key between two parties by using their public data and private data. Third party does not know the 

private data by using any public data of node. Before establishing the shared key both parties should agree on domain 

parameters. Node can generate public key as Q=s*G. let (si, Qi) be the pair of the private key-public key of node Ni and 

(sj,Qj) be the pair of private key-public key of node Nj. the following steps explains algorithm for key establishing between 

two parties. 
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1. The end node iN computes ii QsyKxKK *),(   

2. The end node jN computes jj QsyLxLL *),(   

3. Since, jjijjiii QsGssGssQs ******  Therefore K=L and hence xK=xL. 

4. Hence the shared secret is xK. 

 

V.PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 

In this section, the performance of the proposed AODV based approach and existing Dynamic Static Routing (DSR) based 

approach are compared. The metrics used for the performance evaluation of the proposed AODV based approach and 

existing DSR based approach are given in Table 2. 

 

5.1. Security analysis  

The expedited triple key broadcast authentication scheme is compared with various existing broadcast authentication and 

security schemes in WSN. The network architecture composes of 300 nodes in a simulated area of 1000 * 1000 m. The 

nodal velocity is varied from 5 to 30 m/s. They are analyzed in terms of communication overhead, energy consumption and 

time taken for various cryptographic processes, such as key setup, encryption, decryption, key extraction, signature 

establishment, and signature verification. The detection rate of attacks in the WSN is analyzed in terms of the detection 

accuracy and its false positive rate (FPR). The various techniques are also compared in terms of capability of detecting 

various attacks, memory consumption, resiliency, and the probability of hash value being compromised versus the number 

of compromised nodes. 

Simulation 

Parameters 

Values 

Network interface 

type 

Phy/wirelessPhy 

MAC type MAC/802_11 

Interface queue type Queue/DropTail/PriQueue 

Link layer type LL 

Antenna model Antenna/OmniAntenna 

Max packet in ifq 50 

Number of mobile 

nodes 

100 

Routing protocol AODV 

X dimension of 

topography 

500 

Y dimension of 

topography 

500 

Time of simulation 

end 

100.0 

Energy setup Energy 

 

Table 2: Parameter Comparison 
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VI.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

6.1.  End to end delay 

End-to-End delay is the time taken for a packet to be transmitted from the source to the destination.  It also includes the 

delay caused by route discovery process and the queue in data packet transmission. Figure.2 shows the comparison graph 

depicting the end-to-end delay of the existing DSR and proposed AODV based approaches. The End-to-End delay of the 

proposed AODV based approach is found to be lower than existing DSR based approach. 

 

6.2. Energy consumption 

Energy consumption is defined as the amount of energy required for transferring packet to the next nodes. Figure.3 shows 

the comparison graph of the node energy of the proposed AODV based approach and DSR based approach. The energy of 

the proposed approach is lower than the existing approach. Hence, the proposed approach achieves high energy efficiency. 

 

Figure 3: Delay time Vs No. of attackers 

 

Figure 4: Node energy Vs node speed 
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6.3. Routing failure 

Routing failure is defined as the total number of packets lost during data transfer. Figure 4 shows the comparison graph of 

the existing DSR based approach and AODV based approach. From the comparison graph, it is clearly observed that the 

throughput of the proposed approach is higher than the existing technique. 

 

Figure 5: Routing failure Vs node speed 

6.4. Routing Overhead 

The ratio of total number of the control packets generated in the network to the total number of the data packets received. 

Figure.5 shows the comparison graph depicting the routing overhead of the existing DSR and proposed AODV based 

approaches. The proposed approach achieves low routing overhead than the existing approach. 

 

Figure 6: Overhead Vs Node speed 

6.5.  Packet Delivery ratio (PDR) 

Delivery ratio can be defined as the ratio between the number of messages delivered/ received and the number of 

messages sent.  
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       𝑃𝐷𝑅 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑
∗ 100    

The PDR is the ratio of the number of delivered data packets to the destination. Figure.6 shows the graph illustrating the 

packet delivery ratio of the proposed AODV based approach and existing DSR based approach. The PDR of the proposed 

approach is higher than the existing approach.  

 

Figure 7: PDR Vs attackers 

6.6.  Throughput 

Throughput is the average rate of successful data delivery over the channel and it is measured in data packets per time slot. 

Figure.7 shows the comparison graph of the throughput of the existing DSR based approach and AODV based approach. 

From the comparison graph, it is clearly observed that the throughput of the proposed approach is higher than the existing 

technique. 

 

Figure 8: Throughput Vs node speed 
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Hence, it is concluded that the proposed AODV based approach achieves better performance than the existing DSR based 

approach.  

 

VII.CONCLUSION 

 

Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are prone to various attacks because of their hostile environment. The security of a 

MANET is critical especially in military communications. The expedited ECDH (Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman) key 

agreement scheme, and ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm). The signature verification process is 

accelerated by releasing few intermediate computation results in the MANET by the mobile nodes. It performs better 

compared to other security schemes, in terms of accuracy, detection of attacks, resiliency, memory consumption, nodal 

detection, and average of total transmission energy consumed per node. 
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